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LET’S TAKE OUR FREEDOM!
What to do once you leave the prison in Italy
Antigone’s mini-guide

DISTRICT LABOR
OFFICE
Register within 15 days
from release. You will
find at least one in
every Province
WRITE YOUR CV

You will need a
Curriculum Vitae to
find a job. The Labor
Office will help you
prepare your CV.
OPPORTUNITIES

Through the job centres
you will have access to
job opportunities and
trainings.
Artt. 1 e 36 Italian Constitution

Entering the workforce will allow formerly incarcerated individuals to build new
social networks and obtain financial independence, helping to facilitate their social
reintegration. The State is aware that former prisoners face prejudices and
difficulties; for this reason, employers receive significant tax incentives when they
employ former prisoners.
In addition, Social Cooperatives are obligated to ensure that 30% of their workforce
consists on formerly incarcerated individuals. The State promotes the establishment
of Social Cooperatives formed by prisoners and former prisoners through
contributory benefits. In collaboration with the Regions, it provides guidance and
training activities for prisoners and former prisoners at Job centres.

Registration of unemployed person

1
REGISTRATIO
N
of unemployed persons at
the district Labor offices

2
SEARCH
job offers or training and
guidance courses.

Art. 19 d.lgs n. 150 del 2015

3

APPLY
if you are eligible (see
below) for the
unemployment benefit
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Who can apply
Unemployed people who declare immediate
availability to work are eligible to register.
Registering allows you to search for job and training
announcements.
Where to go
Visit the National Agency for Active Labour
Policies website to find nation-wide application
information

È la legge n. 56 del 1987 a disciplinare all’art. 19 questa
situazione specifica.

• To apply for unemployment benefits you should

register at the district labor office. Register within
15 days from release.
• The application for the unemployment benefits

must be submitted by 31st March every year.
• You do not have to be unemployed at the time you

submit the application. To be eligible, you must
have been unemployed during the period you will
refer to in the application and you must have
worked at least 78 days in that year.
• You may contact INPS (Italian Social Security
Institute) directly to complete the application;
otherwise contact the Labor office or Patronage
for assistance.

www.anpal.gov.it/Cittadini/Servizi/Pagine/Dichia
razione-di-disponibilità-al-lavoro.aspx
If you need information on how to apply contact:
800.000.039 Monday to Friday from 9am to 6pm.
Every Italian Province has one or more district
labour offices. There you will sign a personalized
agreement, which will describe you individualized
path towards entering the labour market.

Did you work in prison? Apply for an
unemployment benefit

WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION
Should you require assistance following your release, you may find information for the district Labor Offices
on the Internet.
Private organizations also provide a series of information centres and assist with job searches, including
conducting searches for suitable employment, helping to prepare CV’s, and prepare applicants for job
interviews.
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ROMA
P.I.D. Pronto Intervento
Disagio
06/67105352
06/67105372

NAPOLI
Centrale Operativa Sociale
081/5627027

PALERMO
Assessorato Cittadinanza
solidale
091/7404247

BARI
P.I.S. Pronto Intervento
Sociale
800/093470

FIRENZE
Ufficio Inclusione Sociale
055/2616842

BOLOGNA
Servizi e sportelli sociali
051/2193772

MILANO
Infopoint in Largo Treves 1,
piano terra dalle 8,30 alle
12,00 e dalle 14,00 alle
15,15

TORINO
Servizio fasce deboli
011/01125822
011/01125746
011/4425746 011/4425822

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
art. 23 of the D.P.R. n. 616/77, art. 2 law n. 328/00

Financial support to people experiencing difficulty is usually guaranteed by the
local public offices. For this reason, Municipalities, with their offices for social
policies, handle these matters.
The complete list of all offices is lengthy. In left column, you will find addresses
and phone numbers of the local offices of 8 Italian cities: Palermo, Bari, Naples,
Rome, Florence, Bologna, Milan and Turin. Evidently, other municipalities also
have offices for the social policies. You can go to your local municipality and ask
for help as soon as you are released: they will know how to help you.
You can also search for information on the Internet too by typing into the search
engine questions such as: ‘politiche sociali ex detenuti’ or ‘reinserimento ex
detenuti’ and adding the name of your municipality or province. Some browsers
also come with a tool that automatically translates the content of the page in any
language. As it is an automatic translator, it isn't always very accurate; however, it
can help to gain a basic understanding of the text.
Some private entities even offer support for basic needs, such as eating and
sleeping. These are charitable institutions, often religious, that offer facilities and
resources. One such entity is Caritas, which has offices throughout the country.

www.antigone.it
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ADDICTION PROBLEMS
If you have addiction problems stemming from
substance abuse, medicines, alcohol or gambling,
you can find help in different facilities present on the
territory.

Private facilities
Organizations providing assistance to people
with addiction problems are present throughout
the country. They are mostly private, and do not
always provide services for free. The different
organizations may provide different services.
You can search online the facility that can
support you in different problems. Write in the
search engine questions such as: “struttura per
tossicodipendenza”, or “centro per il recupero
tossicodipendenza”, adding the place where you
are. Some browsers also come with a tool that
automatically translates the content of the page
in any language.
The best strategy ,however, is to ask the Social
Services of your municipality (see previous
page), or the SerT of the ASL (health district)
near you (see left column) to assist you in
finding the specific organization that will help
you to address your specific issues.

Public facilities
Addiction assistance is generally offered by SerT (or
SerD) Services for Drug Addiction (or for
Pathological addictions). These are organizations
that belong to the National Health Service System
(SSN) and assist people with addiction problems.

In big cities, there are also Unità Operative di
Strada - Street Operative Units (often near
the main train station) that can provide you with
information, and your clinical health analysis or
with harm reduction procedures.

You can find doctors, nurses, psychologists and
educators, specialized and qualified people who can
help you by giving you information and support.
You will even find help regarding harm-reduction,
prevention and protection of your health, or the
beginning of the rehabilitation process. Each A.S.L.
(health district) has at least one SerT. Here you will
find the updated list of SerTs within the country:
http://www.salute.gov.it/imgs/
C_17_pubblicazioni_433_allegato.pdf Some
municipalities also have autonomous agencies for
addictions. The one in Rome (ACT) also helps with
reintegration to the workforce. Tel. 06/70305343.

HEALTH

If you are italian
Once you are released from prison you can choose
your primary care physician.

www.antigone.it
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It should be a fairly simple procedure:
•

You have to choose a doctor from the list of
affiliated doctors available at the offices of your
ASL (health district) of your residency

•

You should communicate your choice to the
Centre for Primary Health. Bring your health
paper (libretto sanitario) and health insurance
card (tessera sanitaria) with you to the office.

•

If you no longer have your health paper, you will
get a new one when you choose your primary
care physician.

•

If you have lost your health insurance card, you
will have to request new one from the Tax
Revenue Agency. To do so, simply make an
appointment online at
(https://www1.agenziaentrate.gov.it/strumenti/m
appe/mappeg.php ); you will avoid long lines. If
you do visit the Office, bring the copy of your
ID card with you,as it might be requested.

same duration as your Permit. When registering,
please bring your Permit of Stay, ID and health
insurance card (see the column next to this one
on how to request it if you do not have one).
Assistance will also be extended to your family
members.
• If you are NOT regular you cannot obtain a SSN

(Social Security Number). However, you can
receive certain outpatient services, such as care
for minor children, pregnant women
(consultorio familiare), vaccinations and
treatments for infectious diseases and treatments
for drug prevention and drug addiction
rehabilitation.
ASL Turin TO1 has summarized in a very useful
schedule which describes the documents foreign
applicants must submit for different personal
situations. Visit the following website for more
information: http://www.asl102.to.it/stranieri.html
It will help you to avoid mistakes and save time.
These rules are throughout Italy.

You may consult a useful guide by Cittadinanzattiva
you find online regarding your choice of primary
care physician https://www.cittadinanzattiva.it/

If you are not italian
• If you are an EU Country citizen: if you are

resident in Italy, consult the left column regarding
your choice of a primary health physician choice.
• If you are Extra-EU Country citizen: the process

depends on your status.
• If you are regular and therefore have a Permit of

stay, registration is required and will have the
www.antigone.it
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HOME AND FAMILY

Service Offices
in each of the eight major
On the “Ristretti Orizzonti”

Once out of prison, people often
experience trouble finding a place to
live. Public organizations, in
particular local authority for social
policies in different municipalities,
have identified different solutions
for this important problem. You can
find a list of contacts on page 3 with
telephone numbers of the Social
responsible for dealing with these issues
Italian cities.
website, you can find a list of Safe Houses

(Case di Accoglienza) that also host also ex-prisoners: http://www.ristretti.it/salvagente/generali/case.htm.
Also, in your city of residence or work you can apply for a ‘public housing’. After you apply, you will be
ranked in preference for eligible. Although you can apply for housing at any time, you will only be assigned
and/or given a ranking after a specific housing opportunity is announced and published.
You must meet certain requirements to be eligible, and some personal conditions may affect how you rank.
These conditions include but are not limited to: your economic situation, whether you have minors in your
charge and/or disables family members.
You will find detailed information on your municipality’s web page, or you can search on the Internet for
‘requirements for the public housing application municipality’ and enter the name of your municipality.
Some documents are essential for the application: the valid ID (we advise
you to bring always one or two copies), completed ISEE model (you can
When you leave the prison, you
do it in one of the CAF offices), any certification that certifies your or
might need psychological
your family member disability.
assistance that helps you to
reintegrate into society, or even
your private, family environment
In this case, you can ask for the
services offered by the local
authority for social policies of your
municipality, connected to the local
ASL office.
In the sections dedicated to Health
(next page) and to Documents
(page 7) you will find useful
information not just for you, but
also for your family members, for
example how to choose a doctor or
request a certificate.

www.antigone.it
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DOCUMENTS
Once out of prison, you may need new documents. Here you will find some information on
how to get a new Document (ID - Carta d’Identità), Personal Certificates (Certificati
Anagrafici) and Passport. It is useful to distinguish between Italian, EU and non-EU citizens.
Non-EU citizens will find useful information on how to request the renewal of the Permit of Stay
(Permesso di Soggiorno).
Remember to ask the penitentiary administration for all of your documents that they have in
their possession, the moment you are released.
★

To apply for a new ID - Carta d’Identità you have to go to the Registry Office of your
residence municipality (if you live in a big city you must go to the Town Hall/District). Bring
with you your expired ID or another personal document (Passport or Driving Licence). If you
don’t have any document, you will have to go to the Registry office with two people who can
confirm your identity. Bring with you 3 passport photos (the same photo, on a white
background and without headgear and/or sunglasses). Italian citizens and EU community
residents don’t have to bring anything else. Non-EU citizens must bring a copy of their valid
Permit of Stay.
★

to apply for Personal Certificates - Certificati Anagrafici you have to go to the
Registry Office of the municipality/Town Hall. You have to show a current valid ID (bring with
you always a copy - this is a useful advice, valid for all procedures, you will avoid looking
quickly for a place where to make a copy or, worse, to come back). Birth, marriage or death
Certificates are released at sight and usually free.
★

To apply for Passaport you have to be Italian citizen. You have to go to your district
Police Department (Commissariato di Polizia). Here
https://www.passaportonline.poliziadistato.it/ you can try to book the time, date and place where
to apply. Here https://questure.poliziadistato.it/statics/50/passaporto31-3-2016.pdf?lang=it you
will find all details about the documents that are required to apply for passport.

★

If you are a non-EU citizen and you need to renew your Permit of Stay(rinnovare il tuo
Permesso di Soggiorno), there are different procedures depending on the type of your previous
Permit of Stay. If your Permit of Stay expired while at prison, your detention is a valid reason for
your delay when you apply for the renewal.
Do it! It is indeed impossible to apply while in prison and administration knows it. If you had
already started the renewal process when you entered the prison, but you can’t find the receipt
that was delivered to you, go to a Carabinieri Station or Police Department and report the loss.
Only with that report, you can start a new renewal procedure. To apply you will need:
➡
the kit postale (postal kit) if your Permit of Stay is for work, family or study or if you
are unemployed (registered to the list).
➡
if your Permit of Stay is for international protection (protezione internazionale) or
family cohesion (coesione familiare) you will have to go to the Police Department - Questura

www.antigone.it
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PENDING ISSUES WITH
THE PRISON
Once outside, you will soon realize that you have to
resolve problems that somehow keep you connected
to the prison.
★ CARTELLA CLINICA - MEDICAL

RECORD: in prison you might have been visited
by a doctor or done some check-ups. As it happens
in freedom, each time you become a ‘patient’ a
Medical record is opened. All patients have the
right to request their Medical record, which is the
same rule for prisoners too. If you don’t get
automatically your Medical record at the moment
of your release, you can request it at the
penitentiary institution (as the Council of State has
established it with the verdict n.1137/2015).
★ ADEGUAMENTO MERCEDI - PAYMENT

ADJUSTMENT: : the art.22 of the O.P. provides
for an automatic payment adjustment at the cost of
living, considering that these cannot be less than
⅔ of the provision for the same task by collective
labour agreement. In 2017, this adjustment was
finally agreed, while previously the payments

www.antigone.it

were
blocked
since
1993. For
this
reason, if
you worked in prison in a period between 1993
and 2017, you can request arrears. You will need
a lawyer’s assistance.
★ CONTRIBUTIONS: If you worked while in

prison, you have also matured retirement savings
contributions together with your salary, that the
administration or the external company you
worked for must have paid to the INPS. You
should keep all the documents that certify all the
payments you have received for your work. Once
released, you can attest your contribution history
at the CAF. n case your previous employer didn’t
pay all contributions that was supposed to, CAF
will know how to advice you. If the missing
contributions dates back to the period over ten
years, you will have to ask lawyer’s assistance and
file an appeal. CAF unfortunately cannot help you
with the legal process. Community services (I
lavori socialmente utili) are also redeemable and
give the right to contributions.
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PENDING ISSUES WITH JUSTICE 1
Once out of prison, do not underestimate your legal situation by thinking that it is all over. We advise you to
continue to follow your legal issues.
Pending charges certificate
Once out of prison, you must request
pending charges certificate, which allows
you to know your penal procedures in
progress and possible appeal judgements.
You can request it from the Court in the
district of your residence and the
certificate is issued by the Public
Prosecutor’s office.
★ who can apply: yourself or a person

authorized by you. If you are minor,
the application must be presented for
you by your parental responsibility
holder and your application has to be presented to the Juvenile Court. If you are still detained or in a
therapeutic community, the application can be sent by post or by the person you authorize, but if you don’t
have the documents you can ask the Direction to do it for you.
★ which documents do you need: a copy of a valid identity document (ID). Bring with you also the original.

If you are not Italian, bring the passport. If you don’t have it, you will have to bring your Permit of Stay. If
you authorize someone else, he/she must bring both yours and his ID copy and his original ID.
★ complete the form: you must complete the form. You can download it from the following link:

www.giustizia.it/resources/cms/documents/modello3ITA_v01082018.pdf. If you authorize someone else,
in addition to the form above, you will have to bring another form that you can find here:
www.giustizia.it/resources/cms/documents/modello5ITA_v13072018.pdf. If these links do not work
because they are no longer in use, write the following words in the search search engine questions such as:
“giustizia scheda pratica carichi pendenti” , the first link will be the one you need. You will find detailed
information (also in English) and the possibility to download the forms.
★ how much does it cost: in some cases it is free: in labour disputes, retirement planning and compulsory

assistance (previdenza ed assistenza obbligatoria), in adoption or minor children custody procedures, in
proceedings where you are entitled to have free legal aid or in case of the request for the correction of the
judicial error. In other situations, you will have to pay €3.87 for the issue application, plus €16 for tax
stamp every two-pages certificates. Bring with you evidence of €3.87 payment, tax stamps and the shipping
costs if you need to send it abroad.
★ Write on the bottom right of an envelope your address and bring it, you will receive mail there. You do not

need the stamp.

www.antigone.it
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PENDING ISSUES WITH JUSTICE 2
Penal Rehabilitation
art. 178 c.p. and segg. - art. 683 c.p.p.

Once you have served the sentence for which you have been convicted, it is your right to apply for
rehabilitation, to clean up your criminal record. At the following link you will find a lot of information and a
fac-simile for the istance https://canestrinilex.com/risorse/la-riabilitazione-penale-art-178-c-p/.
Briefly, below you will find everything you need to know on how to file your instance:
★ when to file the instance: 1. In most of the cases 3 years after the end of the sentence. 2. If you have kept a

good behaviour. 3. If you paid the court costs and your debts towards the victims or damaged ones by the
crime (the so-called civil obligations or compensation obligations).
★ What to do before applying for the rehabilitation:
➡ ask for a copy to Information System for Criminal Records (casellario giudiziario), the penal

certificate and the criminal records (fedina penale) (see below)
➡ ask for a copy of the penal certificate (visura penale) (see below)
➡ ask for a copy of the sentence at the Court that issued it (see below)
➡ find out how much you owe for the justice expenses and how you can pay them (see below)
➡ ask your lawyer for help in making an agreement with the victims of your crime. You can do it on your

own too, but always with a written document, sending everything by the registered mail, so that you have
the receipt of each attempt to find the agreement.
★ Application for rehabilitation must be presented to the competent Surveillance Court (Tribunale di
Sorveglianza) in written form and you will have to attach all the documentation just described. It is not
necessary to use the lawyer’s assistance to present it (but you can always ask for it).
LET’S TAKE OUR FREEDOM!
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PENDING ISSUES WITH JUSTICE 3
Criminal records
D.P.R. n. 313/2002

Each Court holds a register of people born in the
territory of its competence. If you are
foreigner/stateless or Italian, but born abroad, you
will have to refer to the Court of Rome.
What is written:
‣ penal sentences of conviction (including those for
whose sentence is suspended)
‣ all sentences received in Italy
‣ verdicts that apply security measures
‣ irrevocable criminal decrees
You can request it by completing the application (or
specific request) that you will find in the court office
in charge. At the following link you will find
information and the application to be completed
https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_3_3_2.pag
e?tab=d
“Visura del casellario giudiziale”
art. 33 D.P.R. n. 313/2002

You can view all inscriptions present in the register,
at your expenses. It is not a certificate; therefore, the
inscriptions that might not be at the penal register
certificate as above can appear.
Some sentences, for example, establish ‘not to be
mentioned’ and therefore the non-registration in the
certificate. You can submit the view of the penal
register in any public prosecutor’s office (procura). At
the following

link you will find information and the form to be
completed
for
the
application:
www.antigone.it

https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_3_3_11.
page

Justice expenses (Procedural, Prison Maintenance,
Financial Penalties)
Art. 233 DPR n. 115/2002; DD 28/3/2003 published on the
Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 163 del 16/7/2003; Art. 19 DPR n.
602/1973 as modified by the law n. 31/2008.

If you are in a difficult economic situation or if, at
the moment, you cannot cover all debts with the
justice, you can apply at the Debt Recovery Office
of the Court, to be admitted to extension or
instalment benefits. For maintenance expenses, in
case you have held a good behaviour, you can also
ask for the remission of the debt and if you obtain it
you will not need to pay anything.
★ instalment: can be granted up to maximum of 30
monthly instalments not less than €50
★ extension: can be granted for maximum period of

12 months.
Here you can find a facsimile of the form to advance
the application:
http://www.altrodiritto.unifi.it/sportell/dilazione.
pdf
★ remission: (Article 56 of Law No. 354/1975) if
you are in a difficult economic situation and you
have held a good behaviour you can get the debt
remission.
Here you can find a facsimile of the form to advance
the application:

http://www.altrodiritto.unifi.it/sportell/remissione
.rtf
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N.B. For more information search on Internet by
writing in the search engine: “Tribunale città (es.
Brescia) spese processuali dilazione” or “Tribunale
città spese processuali rateizzazione”.

www.antigone.it
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Antigone is an Italian Ngo founded in 1991 and dealing with human right
protection
in
penal
and
penitentiary
system.
Since 1998 Antigone has an Observatory on prison conditions. In the same
year Antigone obtained for the first time the authorization to have access
to all Italian detention facilities for adults and minors by the Ministry of
Justice. The permission is renewed each year. Since 2012 it is possible to
record the access to prisons even with cameras. Every year Antigone
publishes a Report collecting all data from volunteer visits to prisons.
Since 2008 Antigone has established the Ombudsman, a group of lawyers,
apprantice lawyers and experts in penitentiary law who offers free legal
advice to the prisoners of all Italian prisons.

Via dei Monti di Pietralata 16 - 00157 - Roma
tel. +39 06.4511304
fax +39 06.62275849
segreteria@antigone.it
Ombudsman:
friday 11.00 am to 1.00 pm
+39 06.4511304
difensore@antigone.it

www.antigone.it
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